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Pepi hospital full game

Обучающие Обучающие Обучающие / Образование Обучающие Обучающие Обучающие Andro-Mod » Games » Educational » Pepi Hospital (MOD, Unlocked) Go into a PEPI HOSPITAL and become a doctor, patient or just a curious explorer! Our new addition to a rich family of PEPI PLAY games offers a large medical center with tons of items,
activities and ways to play. Join our characters in the workplace, soothe and treat patients, create your own stories, discover and understand the daily routines of a busy hospital. MEET PEPI BOTWe are excited to introduce a medical Pepi Bot, our new character built to accompany small players in our games. Pepi Bot is a cute, versatile friend able to follow
you around the building and provide immediate help, to you and your patients. Armed with the latest technology, Pepi Bot is a perfect helper for your interactive stories. The little droid will provide medical tools and even carry a wardrobe for all those moments when you want to play in style! TONS OF ACTIONFare the everyday life of a hospital full of action -
from the small and cozy café to a busy pharmacy Incredible educational application, made in medical style, where you need to learn from the bottom of a complex type of activity. Firstly, the user must choose a future profession from the world of medicine. After training to learn previously completely unknown skills. Help patients get out of a difficult condition,
keep their medical history and make a good impression by prescribing perfectly healthy patients. However, it is worth remembering that each of them has a unique character, which is as close to reality as possible. In other words, the gamer should adapt to each one who needs immediate treatment, to avoid a number of conflicts within the walls of the
hospital. After overcoming many tests, the clinic management will allow you to make decisions and diagnose yourself as a new doctor. Pepi Hospital is an original product developed with a positive message. Features: The cognitive subject matter, entertaining and educational at the same time; A large number of specialties, each of which has both
advantages and disadvantages; Excellent graphics component. The project deserves attention, as it is able to learn a lot to all players. No negative factors had a major impact on development. Screenshots Description : Pepi Hospital - is an educational project that helps young people find out all about the medical profession. Players can master any
profession and help patients. During the game, players get to know the various doctoral disciplines, communicate with patients and perform their medical history. Along the way, young doctors can solve other interesting problems related to medical work. Beautiful graphics, varied gameplay, good atmosphere and easy user interface will attract many lovers of
educational games. Features : * Large medical center full of tons of items and machines! * Multi-functional escort. * Run your own laboratory - measure your blood pressure, perform X-ray scans and much more! * Make yourself comfortable in a suitable dental chair. * Become a physiotherapist, create your own exercise routines! * Be one of the first to
welcome babies into the world. Weight and take good care of them! * Listen to hospital calls on your phone. All in their own way! Play the role of a doctor, treat patients, and explore a virtual medical center in Pepi Hospital! Have a fun duty in this virtual medical center and participate in tons of activities and medical action. Get to meet Pepi Bot, Pepi Hospital
friendly medical bot assistant! Pepi Bot is an adorable friend who will follow you around and lend a helping hand to you and your patients. In this game, there are various scenarios you can take part in. Guests can either relax in the hospital's cosy café or take care of patients in a busy pharmacy and hectic operating rooms. The ambulance will regularly drop
off new patients, and they need medical attention. So make sure you can meet your patients' health needs and respond to emergencies! Highly interactive hospital games for KidsPepi Hospital is a friendly children's game where players can also interact with different elements during gameplay. The hospital is full of bizarre signs just waiting to be clicked.
These include medical instruments, toys, yoga balls, and so much more! You can also transfer goods to different floors and give certain items to hospital residents as well. The game uses a simple point and click mechanic where players can just drag an item and move it around. You can place a variety of objects in the character's hand, and they can grab or
apply it to another item or on a patient. You can also let the character sit down on chairs and use other furniture around the hospital! Pepi Hospital: Key Game FeaturesExplore a medical facility packed with tons of medical items and machines! Meet Pepi Bot, a multifunctional assistant robot. Perform laboratory tests such as taking blood pressure, X-ray scans
and more. Live and welcome babies into the world, and perform their first physical tests. This spectacular game offers many activities that will keep you entertained for hours. There are a lot of fun characters and a bunch of interactive elements to discover! So download Pepi Hospital online and play it for free on PC now. If you want to check out more
educational Casual Games for your PC, try Pick The Gold and Snake VS Block! Go into a PEPI hospital and become a doctor, patient or just a curious explorer! Our new addition to a rich family of PEPI PLAY games offers a large medical center with tons of items, activities and ways to play. Join our characters in the workplace, soothe and patients, create
your own stories, discover and understand the daily routines of a busy hospital. MEET PEPI BOTWe are excited to introduce a medical Pepi Bot, our new character built to accompany small players in our games. Pepi Bot is a cute, versatile friend able to follow you around the building and provide immediate help, to you and your patients. Armed with the
latest technology, Pepi Bot is a perfect helper for your interactive stories. The little droid will provide medical tools and even carry a wardrobe for all those moments when you want to play in style! TONS OF ACTIONThrest every day of a hospital full of action - from the small and cozy café to a busy pharmacy store or operating room, there are various
experiences for players to toy with. Ambulance car regularly comes with new patients to take care of and new friends to meet. Only the most curious players will be able to find all the ways to treat their patients. Fun &amp; EDUCATIONAL Although the game is dedicated to a young audience, everyone can and should find a way to join. The game encourages
parents to play together and use the games educational values - while the child discovers the possibilities through all 4 floors of the hospital, you can help him by moderating his experiences, creating and reviewing character histories, explaining the nature and use of elements, expanding a child's vocabulary and basic medical knowledge. HUNDREDS OF
INTERACTIVE OBJECTSEnhance your gameplay with hundreds of interactive objects that can be easily transmitted through floors. Medical instruments, toys and even yoga balls can be given to the residents of Pepi Hospital for the most unpredictable results. Not to mention many opportunities to dress up your favorite characters! COLORFUL AND UNIQUE
CHARACTERSPEPI HOSPITAL has a wide variety of characters. Dozens of cute, cheerful and unique people, pets, monsters and aliens are there to have fun and join your playful exploration of the hospital building. PROPERTIES• Large medical center packed with tons of objects and machines!• Multifunctional companion bot.• Run your own laboratory –
measure blood pressure, perform X-ray scans and much more!• Get comfortable in a customizable dental chair. • Become a physiotherapist, create your own exercise routines!• Be among the first to welcome babies into the world. Weight and take good care of them!• Listen to hospital residents talking on the phone. Each in its own unique way!• Play with fish
while waiting at reception.• Ambulance regularly delivers new patients. Bườc vào BỆNH VIỆN PEPI và trờ thành bác sĩ, bệnh nhân ho'c chờ là một nhà thám hiờm tò mò! Sŵ bŵ sung mời cờa chúng tôi cho một gia đình trò chơi PEPI PLAY phong phú cung a large medical center with tons of elements, activities and gameplay. Join our characters in the
workplace, soothe and treat patients, create your own stories, discover and understand the daily routines of a busy hospital. MEET BOT PEPI We are pleased to introduce a medical Pepi Bot, our new character built to accompany small players in our game. Pepi Bot is a sweet, versatile friend who can follow you around the building and provide immediate
help to you and your patients. Equipped with the latest technology, Pepi Bot is a perfect city-work for your interactive stories. The little Droid will provide medical tools and even bring a wardrobe for all the moments when you want to play in style! TONS OF ACTION Experience the everyday life of an action-packed hospital - from small and cozy cafes to
bustling pharmacy stores or operating rooms, with a variety of experiences for players to play with toys. Ambulances will come regularly with new patients for care and new friends to meet. Only the most curious players can figure out all the ways to treat their patients. This provides a great opportunity to set different scenarios to participate in. FUNCTION
&amp;amp; EDUCATION, although the game is exclusively for young audiences, everyone can and should seek to participate. The game encourages parents to play together and use the educational values of the game - while the child explores opportunities on all four floors of the hospital - you can help him by moderating their experience, creativity and
experiencing character histories, explaining the nature and use of elements, expanding the children's vocabulary and basic medical knowledge. Hundreds of interactive goals Enhance your game game with hundreds of interactive audiences that can be easily moved through the floors. Medical instruments, toys and even yoga balls can be given to the
residents of Pepi Hospital for the most unpredictable results. Not to mention many opportunities to dress up beloved characters Your COLOR FEATURES AND UNIQUE PEPI Hospital have many types of characters. Dozens of cute, funny and unique people, pets, monsters and aliens are there to have fun and join your playful exploration of the hospital
building. PROPERTIES• Extensive medical center with tons of objects and machines!• Multifunction buddy bot.• Run your own laboratory - measure blood pressure, perform X-ray scans and more!• Get comfortable in a custom dental chair.• Become a physiotherapist , create your own exercise routine!• Be one of the first to welcome your child into the world.
Get in and take good care of them!• Listen to hospital people talking on the phone. Each one in its own way!• Play with fish while waiting at the reception.• Ambulances regularly take new patients. New.
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